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But of an aristocracy of mankind that has the will and
courage to rule, to breed a trad: ion and preserve it.
Revenge on England? I do not thin* in those "terras. The
flower of the two great peoples of : ie world have choked
each other; that is all. We shall pay for it. The great peoples
will be ruled by their own degenerates. Batlorae'day, if
civilization does not perish, tne world will besin to think
again.
"You revive old heats in me that I thought I had cut-
grown," he added after a pause in which he looked
attentively into her face. "I don't wish as Ions: as I iive
ever to feel hatred or anger again. Read to me——"
"The newspaper?"
"Xo, not the newspaper. . . . You can't read Goethe;"
She smiled. "You never liked my German ver^e."
"Prose then. Let's have a book, a Ion5 book, that you
shall read to me when you have time, little by little. S!:a3;
it be Wilhelm Meister?"
"But it isn't a good book to read aloud,'* she said,
"particularly to one who knows it as you do. If you were
reading to yourself you would pass over yards of it, but
if I am reading you will sit there listening-	"
"To your voice, Julie. You don't understand. You \\ill
never understand. You think of yourself as a girl like
another girl—perhaps more beautiful, perhaps	M He
broke off; then continued with fanatical intensity. "But
to me you are my life, my hold on life, my reason for it.
You hold all that the world has spilled—you have it in the
cup of your hands. That I should sit with you beside a
great, still lake while you read Wilhelm Meister, . . .
Think, there will be new colour on the water with even*
chapter, and for every sentence a little shifting of the
sky. ... I shall be still, listening; that is the core of sanity
in the heart of madness—to listen and be still. But you
are right," he added in a changed voice, "Wilhelm Meister
is not the book. It is too German—in a way, too close.
Some books are absolute—absolute as art or absolute as
philosophy. They are no more changed by the circum-
stances in which we read them than a lake is changed by

